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Influence of Plasma Shape on Transport in the TCV Tokamak
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The energy confinement time of TCV Ohmic,L-mode discharges is observed to depend strongly
on the plasma shape, improving slightly with elongation and degrading strongly as triangularity is
increased from zero to positive values. The thermal conductivity of these plasmas is found to be
independent of the shape. This observation, combined with geometrical effects on the temperature
gradient and a degradation with increasing input energy flux, can explain the observed variation in the
energy confinement time. [S0031-9007(97)03967-7]
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In a thermonuclear reactor, the minimum requireme
that the energy loss from the confined plasma should
smaller than the energy produced by fusion reactions yie
a condition on the energy confinement time [1]. In th
field of tokamak research, extrapolations to future demo
stration devices still rely on empirical power laws for th
energy confinement time. In these laws, the exponent
both plasma current and elongation are of the order of un
[2]. Moreover, the maximum achievable plasma current
a quadratic function of the elongation, making highly elon
gated plasma shapes potentially advantageous. Rece
designed tokamaks and ITER [3] have adopted a plas
shape with a conservative elongation of about 1.6. As
consequence, the experimental energy confinement da
base is rather sparse for higher elongations.

The distinctive features of TCV (Tokamak à Configura
tion Variable) are primarily a vacuum vessel and poloid
magnetic field coil system permitting high elongations o
up to 3 and an extreme flexibility in the plasma shap
The machine therefore offers the unique capability to e
tend the confinement database and to improve understa
ing of the transport in highly shaped plasmas.

This Letter presents the results of experiments in whic
the energy confinement dependence on shape has bee
vestigated by varying the plasma elongation and triang
larity over a large range. The equilibria studied includ
circular and highly elongated plasmas and D shapes w
positive and negative triangularity. The energy confin
ment time of these plasmas improves slightly with elong
tion and degrades strongly as triangularity increases fro
zero to positive values. The coefficient of thermal con
ductivity, assumed to be the dominant energy loss,
found to be independent of the plasma shape but to
crease with the temperature gradient. Using this obser
tion, the variation in the global energy confinement tim
can be shown to result from modifications of the tem
perature gradient introduced by geometrical effects of t
shaping in combination with a power degradation effect

The confinement data described in this Letter is o
tained in OhmicL-mode discharges whose outer shape
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defined by the analytical contour,R  R0 1 a cossu 1

a sind sinud, and Z  ak sinu, where a and R0 are
the minor and major radii, respectively, as described
Ref. [3]. The elongationk and triangularityd have been
systematically varied to produce the 16 shape clas
shown in Fig. 1. At the time of these experiments, th
range of possible triangularity and elongation was lim
ited by the capability for vertical position stabilization
For such a wide range of shapes, variations in the ed
safety factorqa preclude a constant plasma current.
current scan has thus been performed in each configu
tion in order to encompass a variation inqa from 2.3 to
6, corresponding to plasma currents from 105 to 565 k
These current scans are necessary for any influence of
shape on the confinement to be separated from an int
sic dependence on the plasma current. To elucidate
confinement dependence on the density, where permit
by the operation domain for a given condition, the lin
average densityne has been scanned from2.85 3 1019

to 8.5 3 1019 m23. All data are obtained during station
ary conditions with the plasma limited by the graphit
tiles of the central column,R0  0.88 m, a  0.25 m,
toroidal magnetic field 1.43 T, D2 filling gas. The result-
ing data set contains 230 different plasma conditions
four classes ofd, k, ne, andqa.

The confinement properties of these plasmas a
quantified by the electron energy confinement tim

FIG. 1. Coverage of thesk, dd plane by the 16 shapes studied
Symbols represent either thek or d classes used in later figures
© 1997 The American Physical Society 2057
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tEe  WeyPoh, where Poh is the Ohmic input power.
The total electron energyWe is obtained by volume inte-
gration of Thomson scattering measurements at ten spa
positions. For a given plasma shape,tEe follows the
usual neo-Alcator scaling [5], showing an increase wi
qa and a linear dependence on the density. This study h
been restricted to values ofne below whichtEe saturates
on TCV. In all conditions, a strong dependence oftEe

on the plasma shape is observed: for fixedqa, a slight
improvement with elongation and a marked degradatio
with positive triangularity compared with zero or slightly
negative triangularity. For the range of triangularit
studied, the relative variation intEe is typically 2 and
reaches 3 at the highest density. This shape depende
is presented in Fig. 2. Under conditions in which th
total thermal energy can be reliably derived from th
magnetic equilibrium reconstruction, similar behavior i
observed in the energy confinement time so deduced.

Amongst the possible causes for this variation (treat
in more detail in [6,7]), changes in the radiated power r
tio PradyPoh are observed to be far too small to accoun
for the change in confinement. Internal disruption (saw
teeth) amplitude is also observed to vary strongly wit
triangularity, being largest at positive triangularity an
sometimes vanishing at negative triangularity. Therm
energy released from the core in this way can accou
for at most 25% of the thermal losses. The inversio

FIG. 2. Shape dependence of the electron energy confinem
time for various plasma conditions. Symbols representk
classes (see Fig. 1). Dotted symbols indicate conditions
which significant MHD activity is visible on the soft-x-ray
emissivity.
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radius remains constant over each scan in triangulari
indicating no important changes in the current distribu
tion and excluding any indirect effect of this distribution
The disappearance of the sawteeth at negative triang
larity coincides with the onset of MHD activity, which
may sometimes cause the confinement deterioration se
in Fig. 2. These effects excluded, the principal remainin
loss channel governing the confinement is thermal condu
tion. Since changes in geometry modify the temperatu
gradient=T , the shaping would clearly be expected to in
fluence the conducted energy fluxq  2nx=T . It is also
possible that the thermal diffusivityx is directly affected
by shape variations. Both effects are examined below.

Concentrating first on the geometrical effect, the shapin
locally modifies the separation between surfaces of co
stant poloidal magnetic fluxc . If T is assumed to be con-
stant on a flux surface, the temperature gradient may
expressed as=T  sdTydcd=c. However,c depends
not only on shape but also on the current distribution an
is thus not a suitable parameter with which to accou
for shape effects alone. Temperature profiles are the
fore mapped onto a real spatial coordinater, chosen as
the distance from the magnetic axis measured at the ou
midplane. To handle varying Shafranov shifts,r is nor-
malized such thatr  a on the last closed flux surface
(LCFS). Using this coordinate,=T may then be written as
sdTydrd sdrydcd=c. The spatial distribution of the gra-
dient geometrical factorsdrydcd=c is illustrated in Fig. 3
for two example shapes. The flux surface compression
ward the outer tip of a shape with positive triangularit
creates an extended region with increased gradients.
negative triangularity, this region shrinks due to increase

FIG. 3(color). Spatial distribution of the gradient geometrica
factor for two example shapes with negative and positiv
triangularity. The machine axis is on the left hand side i
each case.
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separation of the flux surfaces away from the midplan
A larger volume can thus benefit from locally decrease
gradients and hence reduced conduction losses. The la
variation in this gradient geometrical factor means th
it must be included in any analysis of the local energ
balance.

In order to determine the influence of the shape on t
thermal diffusivity, a simplified radial power balance ha
been established in which (i)x is assumed to have no
poloidal variation, so that flux surface average of the co
ducted flux including the gradient geometrical factor ma
be written askql  2nxsdTydrd sdrydcd k=cl; (ii) the
radiated power, localized near the plasma edge and
order of magnitude smaller than the input power in th
plasma core, is neglected; and (iii) due to the absence o
adequate measurement of the ion temperature profile,
and electron channel losses are not separated. Combin
the power balance of both species leads to the definit
of an effective thermal diffusivityxeff, such thatqin 
2nxeffk=Tel, wherexeff  xe 1 xi=Tiy=Te, andqin is
the input energy flux. In Fig. 4, the energy flux at fixe
density is plotted versus the temperature gradient for t
gradient regionrya  0.7 ! 0.9 for all shapes and all
plasma currents. Clearly, within the limited accuracy o
the measurement, neither the elongation nor the trian
larity has any significant influence on the effective therm
diffusivity. There is, however, a clear nonlinear relation
ship between the energy flux and the temperature gradie
indicating a dependence=T of thermal diffusivity. This
would contradict the hypothesis of a poloidally invarian
x , but it turns out that for the configurations studied, a lo
cal dependence of the thermal diffusivity on=T cannot be
distinguished from an identical dependence onk=T l. Fig-
ure 4 also shows that MHD activity appears at low inp
energy flux, whentEe is high andPoh is consequently re-
duced [6]. The associated low edge temperature is thou
to favor resistive instabilities which are expected to be s
bilized by additional heating in future experiments.

The gradient geometrical factor and the fact that the th
mal diffusivity does not depend on the shape can now

FIG. 4. Plot of the energy flux versus the temperature gradie
in the regionrya  0.7 ! 0.9 for all shapes and all plasma
currents at ne  5.0 3 1019 m23 (for symbols see Figs. 1
and 2).
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combined to quantify the influence of the geometry on th
global energy confinement time. To do so, each shap
plasma is compared to a reference case with concen
circular flux surfaces, taking identical profiles ofx and
qin in each case. The temperature profile and the corr
sponding energy confinement time can be simply derive
for both cases. It is then convenient to introduce a “sha
enhancement factor” (SEF) defined as the ratio of confin
ment time of a shaped plasma to that of the reference cyl
drical plasma (indexed 0):

HS 
S0

Ra
0 s

R
r

qin

nx

1
k=cl

dc

dr dr 0ddV

S
Ra

0 s
Ra

r
qin

nx dr 0ddV0
. (1)

whereS symbolizes the LCFS area and where a flat de
sity profile is assumed. Values ofHS . 1 imply an im-
provement of energy confinement with respect to a circul
plasma. To compute the SEF, the profile ofqinynx can be
deduced from the experimental or from a prescribed tem
perature profile. In the case of the results described he
this profile is chosen as the average ofsdTeydrdyTes0d
over all conditions studied. In deriving Eq. (1),x was as-
sumed to depend neither on the poloidal angle nor on=T ,
but the observed dependence of the thermal diffusivity o
k=T l can be shown to introduce only negligible change
Thus, the previously defined SEF can be retained to a
count for gradient geometrical effects on the energy co
finement time in the presence of a degradation with he
flux. Figure 5 compiles the SEF for all conditions studie
and shows how the factor becomes increasingly higher th
unity with increasing elongation, reaching a maximum fo
zero or slightly negative triangularity. This can be mor
clearly seen in the case of the SEF computed for theoreti
TCV equilibria withk  1.67 and for a wider range of tri-
angularity (solid line in Fig. 5). This trend is already vis
ible on the experimental data but remains to be confirm
by experiments at more negative triangularity. As show
in Fig. 6, correcting the electron energy confinement tim
by the factorHS cancels all dependence on elongation an
significantly reduces the triangularity dependence.

The decrease in confinement time with triangularit
persisting after correction by the SEF is a result of a
increase of the Ohmic power as triangularity increase

FIG. 5. Shape enhancement factor for all conditions studie
(for symbols see Fig. 1) and for theoretical TCV equilibria with
k  1.67 (solid line).
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FIG. 6. Shape dependence of the SEF corrected elect
energy confinement time for various plasma conditions (f
symbols see Fig. 2).

leading to enhanced power degradation and hence redu
energy confinement. This power increase is due bo
to higher plasma current for fixedqa and to reduced
confinement leading to lower temperature and higher lo
voltage. In fact, as shown in Fig. 7, the variation of th
SEF corrected electron energy confinement for all shap
and all plasma currents can be interpreted as a heat
dependence with an exponent equal to20.5. Note that
the pertinent quantity is not the total power, which wou
predict too low a confinement time for high elongation
but the heat flux. This is consistent with the choice of
fixed input energy flux in the SEF expression.

In summary, the large variation in the measured ener
confinement time within the domain of explored equilibri
may be explained by direct geometrical effects of shapi
combined with heat flux degradation. This conclusion
based on the observation that the heat diffusivity deduc
from a local energy balance accounting for the geomet
cal effects of shaping on the temperature gradient is ind
pendent of the plasma shape, but increases with increas
temperature gradient. Under these circumstances, the
fluence of shape on the global energy confinement may
simply expressed in the form of a shape enhancement f
tor that multiplies the energy confinement time of a cylin
drical reference plasma. This factor depends only on t
plasma geometry but, sincek andd alone are insufficient
to parametrize an arbitrary shape (especially in divert
configurations), a full description of the poloidal flux sur
faces is required if energy confinement times of differe
tokamaks are to be properly compared. Inclusion of t
SEF in the databases currently used to derive energy c
finement scaling laws would, for example, seem partic
larly appropriate. The energy confinement dependence
plasma shape observed in TCV differs markedly from th
reported previously in other tokamaks [8,9]. These latt
studies were, however, concerned with high performan
2060
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FIG. 7. Heat flux degradation of the SEF corrected ener
confinement time for all shapes and all plasma currents
ne  5.0 3 1019 m23. The solid line corresponds to a20.5
exponent.

regimes whose transient nature and stability are such th
aside from the difficulty of the shape parametrization b
k and d, comparisons with the stationary, Ohmic con
ditions characteristic of the experiments reported in th
Letter may not be valid. Nevertheless, the TCV resu
suggest that optimization of the global confinement c
be achieved by tuning the plasma shape. This optimu
could be a compromise between the beneficial effects
the geometry and the drawbacks of poor MHD or vertic
stability or other engineering constraints.
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